An epic tower of burning trash is threatening the favorite birthing spot of the blue-bellied beach bowl, an endangered species of sea turtle. Help Dash shove the burning trash mountain off the beach before the baby turtles are born.

**What you need**

- Dash
- Your tablet
- Dot
- 2 Solo cups
1. Randomly put Dot (the pregnant sea turtle) on top of one of the cups. The other cup represents the burning garbage on the beach.
2. You don’t know where the sea turtle will decide to give birth, so your program needs to work for both locations.
3. Make Dash find the garbage cup and push it into Row E.

RULES
You can’t disturb the pregnant sea turtle! Don’t knock Dot off the cup or move Dot’s cup out of the cell.

TIP
Test your program! Try putting Dot on the cup at D3 and then run your code. Then try putting Dot on the cup at D4 and run the same program again. Does it work both times? What sensors do you need to use to check to see where Dot is?

In your submission video, run your program twice. Once where the sea turtle is at D3 and once where the sea turtle is at D4. They must use the same code.

SCORE

40 points max

20 points for pushing the garbage cup from D3 completely into Row E
10 points for pushing the garbage cup from D3 partially into Row E
20 points for pushing the garbage cup from D4 completely into Row E
10 points for pushing the garbage cup from D4 partially into Row E